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Abstract

The recent growth of fast-fashion and our daily use of fibrous materials over the years
have led to the massive release of microfibers (MF) into the oceans. Although MF pollution
is commonly linked to plastic pollution, a vast majority of the collected MF are made of nat-
ural components. We investigated the effects of a 96h-exposure to both natural and synthetic
textile MF and their associated chemical additives on the physiology of C. gigas. Selected
MF were either produced in the lab from six commercial yarns (acrylic, nylon and polyester
(synthetic MF); wool, cotton and organic cotton (natural MF)) or originating from the
laundering of jumpers made of polyester, cotton or a mix of MF (polyester/cotton/acrylic).
Specifically, we evaluated oyster’s capacity of ingesting MF of a given size and explored the
effects of both MF and their leachates on a set of biomarkers representing key physiological
functions. For both MF and leachates, two scenarios were considered: an environmentally
relevant (10 MF.L-1) and a worst-case scenario (10000 MF.L-1). Overall, when comparing
laboratory-produced and laundering MF, a distinctive response was observed. There was no
effect of laboratory-produced MF exposure concentration on oyster’s key physiological pro-
cesses whereas a dose-dependent effect was observed in oysters exposed to MF from washing
machines. In addition, the exposure to both laundering MF and leachates disturbed oysters’
digestive function, and this, regardless the nature of MF, while a more contrasting response
was observed in the case of laboratory-produced MF. Ingestion of natural calibrated MF led
to a perturbation of oyster digestive functions, presumably due to their physical characteris-
tics (roughness), while little effects of synthetic MF were observed on the selected endpoints.
These results stress the need to consider realistic wastes in ecotoxicological studies, includ-
ing natural and non-calibrated particles to thoroughly evaluate the impact of anthropogenic
debris.
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